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Knowledge Skills Experiences in and out of 

work 

Behaviours, 

characteristics, personal 

qualities and preferences 

State all kinds of knowledge State all kinds of knowledge State all kinds of knowledge State all kinds of knowledge 
here; clinical, technical, here; clinical, technical, here; clinical, technical, here; clinical, technical, 
operational operational operational operational ––––    think about think about think about think about 
what you put on your CV but what you put on your CV but what you put on your CV but what you put on your CV but 
think specifically about the think specifically about the think specifically about the think specifically about the 
knowledge you have knowledge you have knowledge you have knowledge you have 
acquired.acquired.acquired.acquired. 
 

State all kinds of skills you State all kinds of skills you State all kinds of skills you State all kinds of skills you 
have here; clinical, interhave here; clinical, interhave here; clinical, interhave here; clinical, inter----
personal, technical, personal, technical, personal, technical, personal, technical, 
operational operational operational operational ––––    again you again you again you again you 
might think about your CV might think about your CV might think about your CV might think about your CV 
but focus on the skillsbut focus on the skillsbut focus on the skillsbut focus on the skills.... 
 

Use this space to capture your Use this space to capture your Use this space to capture your Use this space to capture your 
professional experience professional experience professional experience professional experience ––––    
again think CVagain think CVagain think CVagain think CV.... 
 

Be honest with yourself about Be honest with yourself about Be honest with yourself about Be honest with yourself about 
your helpful and less helpful your helpful and less helpful your helpful and less helpful your helpful and less helpful 
behaviours …. organised, a behaviours …. organised, a behaviours …. organised, a behaviours …. organised, a 
bit last minute, friendly … bit last minute, friendly … bit last minute, friendly … bit last minute, friendly …  

…. and characteristics and …. and characteristics and …. and characteristics and …. and characteristics and 
personal qualities …… personal qualities …… personal qualities …… personal qualities …… 
private, chatty, perfectionist, private, chatty, perfectionist, private, chatty, perfectionist, private, chatty, perfectionist, 
approachable, shortapproachable, shortapproachable, shortapproachable, short----tempered tempered tempered tempered 
…..…..…..….. Capture personal experiences Capture personal experiences Capture personal experiences Capture personal experiences 

that influence your practice that influence your practice that influence your practice that influence your practice ----    
include things which include things which include things which include things which 
enhance your practice and enhance your practice and enhance your practice and enhance your practice and 
things that might challenge things that might challenge things that might challenge things that might challenge 
it it it it ––––    like you or someone you like you or someone you like you or someone you like you or someone you 
know having been a patient know having been a patient know having been a patient know having been a patient 
… … … …  

…. and preferences … early …. and preferences … early …. and preferences … early …. and preferences … early 
bird, being active, bird, being active, bird, being active, bird, being active, avoiding avoiding avoiding avoiding 
conflict, working shifts, conflict, working shifts, conflict, working shifts, conflict, working shifts, 
working regular hours ….working regular hours ….working regular hours ….working regular hours …. 

Platform for Practice for …….. 

Date ……… 
 


